
Abstract. Over the past two decades, numerous X-ray micro-
beam studies have been published addressing the nondestructive
investigation of chemical element distribution in condensed
heterogeneous media. Based on this literature, some aspects of
the field are discussed in this paper, including X-ray focusing
methods and various elemental imaging techniques: scanning
and confocal X-ray fluorescence microscopy, full-field X-ray
fluorescence microscopy, X-ray fluorescence tomography, and
prospects for combining X-ray fluorescence imaging with other
physical methods rested on using synchrotron radiation.
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1. Introduction

In this article, by X-ray fluorescence imaging (XFI), we
understand a totality of methods allowing the elucidation of
spatial distribution of chemical elements contained in a sample
of interest, viz. scanning X-ray fluorescence microscopy
(SXFM), confocal X-ray fluorescence spectroscopy (CXFS),
full-field X-ray fluorescence microscopy (FF-XFM), and

X-ray fluorescence tomography (XFT). These methods
proceed from the phenomenon of X-ray fluorescence excita-
tion upon exposure of the sample to a high-energy X-ray
beam. The characteristic X-ray spectrum emitted in the
process is practically unambiguously associated with the
sample atomic composition and makes it possible to
determine (both qualitatively and quantitatively) its consti-
tuent elements with a good spatial resolution.

In electron microanalysis, proposed in 1949, fluorescent
radiation is excited by sample irradiation with a focused
electron beam. The main advantage of excitation by elec-
trons is the small size of the probe (as a rule, below 1 mm) and
the high efficiency of secondary radiation excitation, espe-
cially in the low-energy region. However, electron-induced
excitation has some serious disadvantages. First, sample
bombardment with electrons produces not only the charac-
teristic spectrum of a given element but also intense
bremsstrahlung radiation, which markedly reduces the
concentration-related sensitivity of the method. Second,
excitation by electrons is a surface-sensitive method and can
be applied to study a thin layer of the sample.

Unlike electron-induced excitation, X-ray excitation of
fluorescence provides possibilities for studying much larger
samples, especially at high X-ray (XR) energies. Moreover,
electron-induced excitation implies special preparation of the
sample, which has to be conductive and placed in a vacuum.
Electron microanalysis cannot be regarded as a nondestruc-
tive method, especially for biological objects. This accounts
for the wide application of highly sensitive and nondestruc-
tive X-ray fluorescence imaging techniques for characterizing
the objects with nonuniform distribution of chemical ele-
ments, reported in numerous recent publications. The large
number of reviews concerning investigations in biomedicine
[1±5], materials science [6], geology [7], paleontology and
archeology [8, 9], environmental research [10±14], preserva-
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tion of cultural heritage [9, 15±17], tomography [18±20], and
X-ray optics [21, 22] confirms the popularity of X-ray
fluorescence imaging.

Practically each of the above reviews highlights only a
single aspect of this multifaceted technique, which does not
give the reader a comprehensive idea of the specific features
and possibilities of applying X-ray fluorescence imaging. The
present review is designed to enlighten the reader about the
matter in question.

2. Principles of X-ray fluorescence

Differences in the energies of electron binding to the atomic
nucleus depend on the region or level they occupy. Individual
electron shells are marked by the capital letters K, L, M, N,
. . ., with the innermost shell being designated as the K-shell,
the second inner one as the L-shell, etc. The K-shell is
occupied by two electrons, while the L-shell has three
sublevels and may host as many as eight electrons. The
M-shell has five sublevels and may contain up to 18 electrons
(Fig. 1a).

Absorption of X-ray radiation by matter is underlain by
photon±electron interactions in the inner shells of an atom.
As soon as the photon energy exceeds the binding energy of an
electron to the nucleus (the excitation threshold), the electron
can be expelled from the atom, producing a sharp rise (jump)
in absorption of X-rays (Fig. 1b). The wavelength corre-
sponding to the excitation threshold energy is called the
absorption edge of a given element. The absorption edge is a
characteristic feature of each chemical element, which allows
uniquely identifying this element from its edge position on the
absolute energy scale.

The knockout of an electron from the K-shell by electron
bombardment or photon absorption ionizes the atom. Given
that the resultant electron vacancy is filled with an electron
from the L-shell, such a transition is accompanied by the
formation of theK-series fluorescence spectrum. This process
leaves a vacancy in the L-shell that, in turn, can be filled with
an electron from the M-shell, which is accompanied by
L-series emission (Fig. 1a).

The fact that the fluorescence quantum energy is
dependent only on the electron energy levels specific to each

element accounts for the so-called characteristic X-ray
radiation. Because each atom possesses a finite number of
levels between which transitions of only a given type are
possible, characteristic X-ray radiation produces a discrete
ruled spectrum (`a fingerprint') of a concrete element.

An important parameter is the dimensionless quantity S
of X-ray absorption jump deduced as the ratio of linear
attenuation coefficients right and left of the absorption
edge. The absorption jump weakly depends on the ordinal
number of an element (S � 1=Z 1=2). For example, for
aluminum (Z�13), SK�12:6, and for lead (Z�82), SK�5:4.
L-shell absorption jumps within the range of atomic numbers
from 47 to 92 vary as follows: SLI Ð from 1.23 to 1.11; SLII Ð
from 1.47 to 1.31, and SLIII Ð from 3.55 to 2.22 [23].

The fraction of excited photon-emitting atoms is deter-
mined with the aid of the dimensionless parameter o, called
fluorescence yield, which increases with increasing the atomic
numberZ and the electron shell depth. Byway of example, for
the K-shell of elements withZ from 20 to 80,o increases from
0.13 to 0.95, whereas for the L-shell of the same elements,
from 0.01 to 0.38. The main factors restricting the application
and sensitivity of the method are the predominance of
electron scattering and the low fluorescence yield in the case
of light elements, as well as difficulties encountered in
working with soft X-ray radiation. The validity range of the
method can be considered to extend to the minimum
detection limit falling on carbon (Z � 6).

The intensity of the ith line of a fluorescence spectrum, Ii
can be described by the following approximate formula [23]:

Ii � oq

�
l0
li

��
1ÿ 1

Sq

�
picAt ; �1�

where oq is the fluorescence yield, Sq is the absorption jump
of the q-level, l and li are the wavelengths of primary
radiation and the registered i-line of fluorescence spectrum,
pi is the i-line intensity fraction of the total intensity of all lines
of the q-series emitted by element A with concentration cA,
and t is the fluorescence emission depth:

t �
�

m0
sin b0

� mfl
sin bfl

�ÿ1
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Figure 1. (a) Energy level diagram demonstrating all electronic transitions leading to the formation ofK-, L-, andM-series. (b)Graph ofX-ray absorption

coefficient m as a function of primary photon wavelength l for the four absorption edges of X-ray radiation (K, LI, LII, and LIII).
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Here, m0, mfl are the linear absorption coefficients of primary
and fluorescence radiation, while b0 and bfl are the respective
angles between the input direction of primary radiation and
output direction of fluorescence radiation and the sample
surface.

Clearly, a vacancy in the q-shell cannot appear for l0 > lq
(lq is the wavelength of an absorption q-edge), and Ii � 0.
Ii has the highest value at l0 � lq, of course if l0 < lq.
Ii rapidly falls as l0 continues to decrease. This means that
the highest intensity of fluorescence radiation from a given
element can be achieved at a primary (exciting) radiation
wavelength closest to the short-wavelength side of the
absorption q-edge [23]. In a study of the elemental composi-
tion of bone tissue, the authors of Ref. [24] had to use a
primary beam of synchrotron radiation (SR) with an energy
of about 13.5 keV to detect heavy elements with high Z
(Z > 20) and 3.15 keV to identify light elements with Z < 20.
In Ref. [25], the high efficiency of light element excitation
was reached using an X-ray tube with a chromium anode, in
addition to a tube with a molybdenum anode.

Another useful parameter for estimating the efficiency of
the method, the minimum detection limit CMDL for each
element, can be calculated from formula [26]:

CMDL � 3:29CZ�Nb�1=2
Ns

: �3�

Here,CZ is the element concentration in the standard sample,
Nb is the integral background intensity under the peak, and
Ns is the integral intensity of the fluorescence peak. The
lowestCMDL values are obtained at a largeNs=Nb ratio (good
signal-to-background ratio and a high photon flux) and large
Ns=CZ ratio (effective fluorescence yield and high photon
flux). For example, the use of SR to excite X-ray fluorescence
can reveal up to 10ÿ18 g of iron atoms in a sample [27, 28].

3. X-ray focusing optics

Spatial resolution is the key parameter for any X-ray imaging
system. It usually depends on the sample thickness and
fluorescence emission depth given by formula (2). This
circumstance significantly restricts depth resolution [11, 13].
The spatial lateral resolution is largely determined by the size
of the X-ray probe.

There are five main methods for the formation of a
microfocal probe with the use of the following devices: an
aperture diaphragm, Kirkpatrick±Baez mirrors, capillary
optics, aFresnel zone plate, and compound refractive lenses [5].

3.1 Aperture diaphragm
The simplest method to generate an SR beam with a small
cross section (`pencil') is to avail oneself of an aperture
diaphragm. The aperture is usually either a system of slits or
a diaphragm of a given size, e.g., 0.1±1 mm. This method is
most suitable for the collimation of a quasiparallel X-ray
beam into a beam with a relatively large cross section. Such a
transformation is frequently needed to facilitate the prelimin-
ary examination of a sample [29] or in investigating large-
dimensional objects, such as objects of art [30, 31] and
archaeological artifacts [32]).

3.2 Kirkpatrick±Baez mirrors
The very first acting X-ray optical systems were assembled
from X-ray grazing mirrors with a large radius of curvature,
taking advantage of total external reflection (TER) of X-rays
[33]. The refractive index of XRs being smaller than unity,
X-ray radiation incident on matter is totally reflected if the
grazing angle y is smaller than the critical angle ycr:

ycr � d 1=2 ; �4�

where d � 1ÿ n � rl 2reNAZ=2pA (n is the XR refractive
index), NA is the Avogadro constant, re is the classical
electron radius, A is the atomic weight of the element
forming the sample material, and r is its density.

The first grazing incidence X-ray optical system capable
of forming an image was proposed by Kirkpatrick and Baez
[34] in 1948. It consists of two orthogonal elliptical mirrors,
one of which focuses XRs into a line that is, in turn, focused
onto a point by the other (Fig. 2a). Such a system was needed
to avoid any astigmatism inherent in a single mirror. The
elliptical shape of the working surface eliminates the spherical
aberration characteristic of mirrors having a differently
shaped working surface (cylindrical, toroidal). An advantage
of the system is that the reflecting surfaces are easy to
fabricate in the form of flat plates mechanically bent as
appropriate [35]. Reference [36] reports the employment of
mirrors with a rhodium-coated surface to enhance reflectivity

a

b

c d e
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Figure 2. Optical elements used to focus XRs: (a) Kirkpatrick±Baez mirrors; (b) an image of a Fresnel zone plate obtained with the use of a scanning

electron microscope (SEM) (diameter of 10 mm, drN � 0:4 mm) [21]; the paths of multiply (c) and singly (d) reflected rays in a monocapillary and

(e) conical capillary [22] (see text).
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(� 90%) of X-rays at a sliding angle of 3.5 mrad in an energy
range �E� from 7 to 18 keV.

Themirrors can be artificial crystals composed of gradient
multi-layers. In these mirrors, Bragg's law (2d sin yB�l) must
be satisfied at each point of the mirror surface. Because the
Bragg angle (yB) varies along the entire length of the mirror,
the interplane distance between the layers (d ) must change
laterally in accordance with a definite law [37, 38]. However,
the bandpass of such a system is decreased (Dl=l � 10ÿ2).

Mirrors based on the TER phenomenon ensure submi-
crometer focusing of XRs [36, 39, 40]; sometimes the size of
the focal spot can be reduced to tens of nanometers [41, 42].
The lateral resolution of a few dozen nanometers is also
attainable for elliptical mirrors with a multilayer coating
[43, 44].

3.3 Fresnel zone plates
Descriptions of the diffraction properties of the Fresnel zone
plate (FZP) and references to relevant literature publications
can be found in studies [45±48].

The FZP comprises a concentric set of alternate
XR-absorbing and transmitting circumferential zones
(Fig. 2b). Since diffraction has always to deal with several
orders, it is necessary to consider them also in the case of FZP.
The zero order (m � 0) represents unfocused radiation,
whereas negative orders cover radiation divergently dif-
fracted in different directions. High diffraction orders are
characteristic of FZPs with different focal distances (to recall,
even diffraction orders are forbidden for traditional FZPs).
Usually, only the first-order diffraction (m � 1) is used as the
brightest one, especially for the purpose of X-ray fluorescence
microscopy.

Important FZP parameters include the width drN of the
outer zone (N is the number of zones) that determines its
Rayleigh resolution (diffraction resolution limit)

dm � 1:22drN
m

; �5�

and focal distance

f � 4N�drN�2
ml

: �6�

The focal distance not only depends on the total number
of zones N and the width of the outer zone, but also is
inversely proportional to the wavelength; this suggests the
presence of chromatic aberration, which means that in most
applications FZPs must be exploited with monochromatic
radiation. To eliminate chromatic aberration, the relative
spectral width Dl=l of radiation incident on the FZP must be
smaller than the quantity equal to reciprocal of the number of
zones multiplied by diffraction order m:

Dl
l

4
1

mN
: �7�

The dependence of the FZP focal distance on the XR
energymay causemany problems in experiments with varying
energy responsible for a change in the focal distance; there
must be a possibility of moving the sample along the FZP
optical axis to maintain it `in focus'.

FZP efficiency Zm defines the proportion of XRs incident
on an optical element and focused in diffraction order m:

Zm �
1

�pm�2 : �8�

For the first-order diffraction, the maximum efficiency
equal to pÿ2 or� 10% corresponds to a traditional (classical)
FZP. The remaining part of the radiation is either absorbed or
utilized in other diffraction orders, viz. zero (25%), negative
(12.5%), and high positive (2.5%) [45, 47].

One way to enhance the effectiveness of diffraction by an
FZP is to replace nontransparent zones by transparent phase-
shifting ones, so that radiation passing through them can also
participate in focus formation [49]. Phase shift DF accom-
panying the passage of XRs through a plate of thickness h
depends on the decrement of XR refractive index d:

DF � 2p
l

dh : �9�

The maximum efficiency is achieved when the phase shift
equals p. This means that the electromagnetic field amplitude
can be doubled with the resulting four-fold rise in the
observable efficiency of focusing, from 10 to 40% for the
first-order diffraction [50].

The finite initial size of the radiation source and optics of
the experimental setup (electron storage device) account for
the not absolutely coherent illumination of the FZP, which
prevents obtaining a minimal focal spot [formula (5)]. In
Ref. [51], 9.8-keV X-ray radiation was focused by an FZP
with the diameter and the width of the outermost zone of
155 mm and 100 nm, respectively. The FZP was placed
roughly 250 m from a storage ring undulator. This large
distancemade it possible to obtain a 200-nm focal spot (with a
diffraction resolution limit of 122 nm). In Ref. [52], an FZP
160 mm in diameter with a 45-nmwide outer zone was used to
focus XRs with an energy of photons of 10 keV onto a spot
roughly 80 nm in diameter. Submicrometer resolution with
the utilization of an FZP was reached in Refs [28, 53±57].

3.4 Capillary optics
Capillary X-ray optical systems make it possible to effectively
generate X-ray beams of any desired configuration in a wide
energy range. Furthermore, they are simple in design and
manufacturing technology. The important feature of capil-
lary optical elements is a high luminous intensity in compar-
ison with other X-ray optics technologies, making it possible
to use capillary systems not only for the transmission of
information and images but also for designing an X-ray
microscope with a high resolution power and radiation
density.

Reference [58] showed that the inner surface of glass
capillaries makes them suitable for application in X-ray
optics. This means that such capillaries can be used as
efficient waveguides for XRs, i.e., transporting wide-energy-
range incoming radiation with losses that become appreciable
only when there is a rather large number of reflections,
because losses per reflection can be reduced to a minimum
by choosing an adequate material and the quality of
processing the inner surface of the capillary. For typical
grazing angles y � ycr=2, the roughness height as a rule
should not exceed 10±20 �A [59].

Figures 2c, d show the difference between two types of
monocapillary optics: XRs are multiply reflected from the
inner walls of the capillary and leave it after several sequential
reflections. The size of a focal spot depends on the diameter of
the outlet opening and source properties, while the efficiency
is a function of the number of reflections, optics quality, and
other characteristics; it usually varies from 10 to 80%. A
disadvantage is the focus position very close to the exit from
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the capillary: to obtain a small (micrometer) focal spot, the
samplemust normally be placed within 10±100 outlet opening
diameters, i.e., 10±100 mm.

A single-bounce capillary is needed to have a distance of
several millimeters or centimeters between the focus and the
outlet (Fig. 2d). The figure demonstrates an almost 100%XR
transmission due to the high efficiency of single reflection
under TER conditions [60].

To recall, the marked divergence of the beam at the exit
from the capillary (up to the double TER critical angle ycr,
e.g., 4.6 mrad at 13 keV) accounts for the size df of the focal
spot greater than that of the outlet orifice dout because of
nonzero working distance f , i.e., the distance between the
capillary end and the sample [58, 61]:

df � dout � 2 f ycr : �10�

The optimal distance s between a point source and the
capillary is given by the formula s � �din=2� tan ycr, where din
is the inlet diameter of the capillary tube. If the space between
the source and the capillary exceeds the optimal distance, the
XRs that could participate in focus formation are lost,
because the inlet angle of the capillary is smaller than the
critical TER angle. For example, for a glass capillary with
din � 10 mm, one finds s � 1 mm [61].

Single-bounce monocapillaries usually have an elliptical
or parabolic shape. The use of an elliptical capillary allows
the point source to be focused if it is located at one of the
ellipse focuses, with the focal spot appearing at the second
focus. A parabolic capillary can either focus a parallel beam
or transform an XR beam diverging from a point source
into a parallel beam. In this case, the size of the focal spot
depends not only on the quality of manufacturing the
optical element, but also on the properties of the radiation
source [62]. In Ref. [63], a 30-keV XR beam was focused
using a single-bounce elliptical capillary onto a 15-mm focal
spot.

One way to obtain submicrometer-scale X-ray beams is
the use of conical capillaries narrowing in the elliptic or
parabolic manner [21, 22, 64±67]. Reference [65] reports the
achievement of a spatial resolution of 50 nm atE � 5ÿ8 keV,
the highest ever obtained using X-ray monocapillary optics.

XRs in a conical capillary (Fig. 2e) undergo TER from
its smooth inner surface at the angles of incidence a smaller
than the critical value ycr. The first reflection occurs at the
angle a� b, where b is the semivertex angle, the second
and nth reflections at a� 3b and a� �2nÿ 1� b, respec-
tively. If the angle of incidence exceeds the critical one,
XRs do not participate in focus formation. Therefore, the
number of effective reflections is given by the inequality
n < �ycr ÿ a� b�=2b [22, 61].

Capillaries can be applied not only to focus and transmit
radiation, but also to change the direction of its propagation
due to the possibility of keeping XRs within a slightly bent
hollow capillary. Specifically bent capillary tubes allow XRs
to be turned through an angle much larger than the critical
one [59].

Tube bending requires taking into consideration that not
all XRs entering the transmitting channel satisfy the condi-
tion y < ycr. Assuming the smallness of a capillary inner
radius r0 compared with the bending radius rcurv
(r0=rcurv 5 1) and taking account of the smallness of the
TER critical angle for X-ray quanta, the condition for
effective radiation capture in the capillary transport regime

can be written out as

rcurv
r0

�
ycr
2

�2

5 1 : �11�

Thus, the maximum rotation angle Cmax of an X-ray
beam in a capillary of length L is given by the expression

Cmax � L

r0

�
ycr
2

�2

: �12�

An X-ray lens can be assembled from a set of capillaries
bent with different radii of curvature and arranged so that
they direct radiation to a single point. Such a system is
exemplified by a polycapillary lens (Kumakhov optics)
having many bent surfaces [59, 68±73]. For each channel
and mirror, the angle of radiation capture is smaller than a
double critical angle; however, the real angle of capture can be
as large as a few degrees (i.e., tens to hundreds of times greater
than the critical angle).

Polycapillary Kumakhov optics permit either focusing a
parallel flow (e.g., synchrotron radiation) or, conversely,
obtaining quasiparallel radiation with XR divergence within
a double critical angle from a finite source (X-ray tube)
(Fig. 3).

One of the main parameters of polycapillary optics is the
size of the focal spot being highly dependent on the working
distance f [formula (10)]. The working distance must be large
enough to provide the possibility of manipulating the sample.
For example, the focal spot obtained with a polycapillary lens
is 0.3±0.6mm in size at anXR energy of 8 keV (CuKa spectral
line) and f � 5ÿ10 cm; for f � 1ÿ2 cm and f � 1ÿ3 mm, it
can be reduced to 0.1 mm and less than 10 mm, respectively
[70].

Another important parameter characterizing the effi-
ciency of the optical system is the amplification factor G,
defined as the ratio of radiation density in the focal spot
formed by the lens to that generated by the source without the
lens at the same distance from the source as the focal spot. The
efficiency of a half-lens for obtaining a quasiparallel beam
from a point radiation source can be estimated using equation
[70]

G � Z
�

j
ydiv

�2

; �13�

where j is the half-lens collecting aperture, ydiv is the beam
divergence after passing through the half-lens, and Z is the

a

b

c

1

Figure 3. Kumakhov XR optics: (a) focusing lens: `point source±focus';

(b) focusing half-lens: `parallel beam±focus'; (c) half-lens: `point source±

quasiparallel beam' (1 point source of XR) [71].
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half-lens transmissivity (efficiency). For example, for the
CuKa line (E � 8 keV), j � 0:1 rad, ydiv � 5� 10ÿ3 rad,
Z � 0:2ÿ0:3 rad, and amplification factor G amounts to
two orders of magnitude [70]. The authors of Refs [74] and
[75] reported G � 2500 and 2970, respectively, for a glass
polycapillary, i.e. significantly higher values than for a conical
monocapillary (G � 960 at E � 6 keV) obtained in Ref. [66].

3.5 Compound refractive lenses
The multielement refractive lens is a relatively new optical
system [76].

The real part of the refractive index in the X-ray range
being smaller than unity, XRs can be focused by a double
concave lens (Fig. 4a). As in traditional optics, the focal
distance of such a lens is directly proportional to the radius of
curvature R and inversely proportional to refractive index
decrement d. Due to the smallness of d, the focal distance of a
solitary lens for XRs is large enough (5±10 m at E �
5ÿ8 keV), even when its radius of curvature R equals
hundreds of micrometers. The large focal distance accounted
for the absence of practical interest in refractive lenses. To
enhance the refraction effect, the authors of Ref. [77]
proposed a system consisting of a large number (N > 100) of
coaxially aligned double concave lenses (Fig. 4b) that
sequentially more strongly deflect XRs from their initial
direction and thereby decrease the focal distance f :

f � R

2Nd
: �14�

Such a multicomponent refractive lens from aluminum
was used to focus a parallel X-ray beam with an energy of
14 keV (d � 2:8� 10ÿ6) onto an 8-mm spot within 1.8 m from
the lens, enough for practical applications (the focal distance
of a single lens would be 54 m). Simultaneously, photon flow
density increased significantly as in the case of focusing by an
optical lens [77].

If N is small, the lens can be regarded as transparent to
XRs. Then, the amplification factor is calculated using the
formula G � 16d� f =l�1=2N [78].

Ideally, amplification can be 5,000-fold or even higher. In
real lenses, it is much lower, and the focal spot is blurred due
to lens defects and Compton and small-angle scattering [79].
The authors of Ref. [80] reported the value of G � 100 for an
aluminum lens.

Today, many methods for manufacturing compound
refractive lenses with a cylindrical refractive profile are
available [78, 79], and various low-absorption materials
have been tested. Aluminum lenses were examined in the
XR energy range from 10 to 60 keV. XR absorption by
aluminummakes these lenses inefficient at XR energies below

10 keV, and the number of lenses needed to focus XRs with
energies above 60 keV grows progressively. Beryllium lenses
can be used to focus XRs with an energy up to 2 keV.

Harder materials, e.g., nickel, are used in lenses at higher
energies [81]. Nickel lenses can find application in work with
SR at an energy up to 100 keV. Plastic systems have also been
tested [82]. Compound lenses having a spherical profile
composed of hollow balls (gas bubbles in a liquid) have also
been proposed [83]. Further improvement in compound
refractive lenses was based on applying the parabolic profiles
to reduce spherical aberration [84]. The most advanced
technologies make use of refractive profiles in the form of
rotational paraboloids [81, 85].

To manufacture compound reflective lenses to focus a
beam in twomutually perpendicular planes, rows of mutually
perpendicular cylindrical holes are made in building blocks
(Fig. 4c).

A beryllium lens of this type with the following para-
meters R � 0:5 mm, N � 36:5� 37, and f � 1:82 m at
E � 9:2 keV formed a focal spot measuring 7:6� 19 mm at
G � 13:6 [79].

To sum up, the advantages of compound refractive lenses
are as follows [79]: they are very strong, are simple to adjust and
handle, have a small size (� 5ÿ10 cm in length), have a focal
distance and size that are easy to change by adding or removing
monolenses, and are resistant to thermal impact. These
features make them readily adaptable to work with undula-
tory radiation [86] using third-generation SR sources [87].

Even the lightest materials absorb XRs. The absorptive
capacity determines the number of lenses that can be
effectively combined within a compound optical element to
avoid substantial losses and estimate the possibleminimal size
of the focal spot. In contrast, refractive planar kinoform
lenses [76, 88±90] consisting of a set of parabolic segments
focus XRs over a shorter `free path' of radiation in a lens due
to the removal of `neutral' phase material responsible for the
excessive 2p phase shift that significantly decreases XR
absorption and thereby allows a theoretical 100% efficiency
to be achieved. The segments have a common parabolic
generatrix (Fig. 4d). The phase shift introduced by a segment
equals 2pdx=l, where x is the segment thickness. This phase
condition gives x � l=d. The possibility of high resolution
coupled to high efficiency makes kinoform lenses very
attractive optical elements.

4. Fluorescence detectors

Because XRs posses both wave and corpuscular properties,
they can be characterized in terms of wavelengths or energies.
An energy-dispersive spectrometer that `sorts' photons by

d
l=d

b ca

Figure 4.Refractive lenses: double concave lens (a) and compound refractive lenses forming linear (b) and point (c) foci [79]; (d) planar kinoform lens [89]

(see text).
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energies or a wavelength-dispersive spectrometer that grades
X-ray radiation into wavelengths can be applied for the
purpose of X-ray spectral analysis. In devices of the former
type, radiation enters and is recorded directly in the detector.
All the radiation is registered simultaneously: the electronic
system distributes photons between the proper energy
memory cells (channels).

The dispersive properties of the crystal lattice allow
crystals to be used as analyzers of fluorescence obeying
Bragg's law, which ensures enhanced energy resolution (the
energy resolution of a (200)Ge crystal analyzer increases from
14 to 30 eV, as XR energy changes from 4 to 6 keV [91]).
However, this method is inapplicable to the measurement of
more than oneX-ray energy at a time, which compromises the
efficiency of data collection [92].

A variety of commercial solid-state energy-dispersive
detectors are currently available, each with its merits and
drawbacks [93, 94]. They all show good efficiency in a wide
energy range, high energy resolution, and high counting rate.
Germanium detectors ensure excellent energy resolution and
high efficiency when used with high-energy XRs, even though
the appearance of escape (parasitic) peaks may cause
problems if the primary beam energy is above the germanium
absorption K-edge (EK�Ge� � 11:1 keV).

Si(Li) detectors free from escape peaks provide an
alternative to germanium ones. They also require cooling
with liquid nitrogen. Their efficiency in the high-energy XR

range is lower than that of Ge detectors, but higher that the
efficiency of silicon drift detectors [5].

Silicon drift detectors (SDDs) have many attractive
features, such as a high counting rate coupled to excellent
energy resolution (as a rule, around 130 eV at E � 5:6 keV);
moreover, they do not need liquid-nitrogen cooling. Figure 5
demonstrates the spectrum of an orange pigment contained in
the paint layer of a canvas, obtained with the aid of an SDD.
The virtually total absence of background permits individual
chemical elements to be detected during the analysis of the
composition of multicomponent materials.

The thickness of the devices being 450 mm, their efficiency
in the high-energy XR region is low, which can be regarded as
the main drawback of such detectors. Thicker devices more
efficient in the high-energy X-ray region have recently been
proposed [95].

The small size of the inlet window of SDDs is responsible
for its restricted input solid angle. To solve the `dead time'
problem and increase the input solid angle, a system of several
detectors can be used [96, 97], including monolithic back-
scatter detectors (Fig. 6a) with a large inlet solid angle and a
small `dead zone' for transmitting a primary X-ray beam
[98±100]. The most popular of them is the MAIA detector
[100], in which an annular array of 384 silicon detectorsÐ
each having an area of 1mm2 Ðprovide a very large receiving
solid angle.

5. Scanning X-ray fluorescence microscopy

Information on the two-dimensional (2D) distribution of
chemical elements can be obtained by raster scanning analysis
of a sample with respect to primary XRs focused onto a
microspot. At present, this method, frequently referred to as
scanningX-ray fluorescencemicroscopy (SXFM), is especially
popular among researchers. It is implemented under experi-
mental conditions in a 45�=45� geometry (Fig. 7) with the
sample inclined 45� to the primary beam and the detector
located in the storage ring plane (in the case of SR) at a right
angle to the beam. Since SR is polarized in the horizontal
plane, such a geometry reduces to aminimum the contribution
from scattered primary radiation [102].

During measurements, a two-dimensional image of the
sample is formed as it is transposed in the x and y directions
(x and y are the orthogonal coordinates on the sample
surface) with respect to the beam. The correlated movements
of the sample and registering of the spectra permit gathering
nx � ny individual fluorescence spectra (nx, ny are the number
of pixels on the sample surface) that can be processed during
or after collection of the data to make up elemental maps.
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Figure 5. Fluorescence spectrum of an orange pigment contained in the

paint layer of a canvas obtained with the aid of an SDD [94].
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Figure 6. (a) Schematic of fluorescence analysis based on backscatter geometry: 1 is theXR source, 2 is the capillary focusing optics, 3 is the sample, 4 is the

monolithic detector consisting of 12 SDDs with a total active area of 60 mm2 [98]. (b) Photograph of a monolithic detector comprising four SDDs, each

with an area of 15 mm2 [99].
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The spatial resolution of XRF spectroscopy depends on
the size of the focused X-ray beam, accumulated pixel
intensity, scanning pitch, and the mode of scanning (step-
wise or continuous) [5, 103]. The scanning pitch is of
importance for resolution. The 50% overlap (the pitch size
is half the focal spot size) is usually regarded as an
opportunity to improve spatial resolution. In the case of a
sufficient pixel intensity, the spatial resolution may become
less than the spot size, but both these factors (pixel signal
accumulation time and scanning pitch) considerably increase
the duration of measurement.

The continuous scanning regime (on-the-fly scans) is
rapidly replacing traditional methods of data collection in
which the processing time and the mechanical movements of
samples significantly increase the time needed for on the
analysis. With on-the-fly scanning, the data are processed in
real time without wasting additional time on the treatment of
the data obtained [104]. Reducing of time spent to collect data
and process them at each point (pixel) from a few seconds to
fractions of a second implies the possibility of continuous
movements of the sample instead of their interruption and
resumption after completion of data collection.

SXFM taking advantage of SR has the following points in
its merit over laboratory sources of XRs, such as X-ray tubes:
high spatial resolution (up to a few dozen of nanometers),
high elemental sensitivity (absolute detection limits reaching
10ÿ18 g), the possibility of smoothly and/or rapidly changing
the energy of exciting radiation, and the capacity to form a
coherent (quasicoherent) X-rat beam.

On the other hand, this technique has limitations, like any
other method. The major drawbacks are the bulkiness, high
costs of the synchrotron and its operation, and the limited
duration of an experiment. For instance, the time factor is
responsible for the antagonism between the scanning area and
the spatial resolution. The experimentalist has to choose
between a comprehensive study of the region of interest
(taking advantage of a small step size) and a low-resolution
investigation of an extended area upon its exposure to X-rays
beam (a useful description of criteria for the choice of the
appropriate experimental station and designing an experi-
ment was presented by Donner et al. [105]). The problem of
time of analysis also arises from the risk of a radiation-
induced defect in the sample [13, 104].

The above limitations and drawbacks of SR usage
emphasize the importance of laboratory equipment for the
experimental implementation of SXFM. The recent advent of
high-brightness X-ray tubes, efficient X-ray optics, and fast-
counting detectors provide the potential for the improvement
of the analytical potential of laboratory instruments [106,
107], including commercial ones [103]. The application of
laboratory instruments based on X-ray tubes for fluorescence
imaging in the course of examining historical heritage and the
analysis of depth distribution of various elements will be
discussed below.

SXFM scans yield a data cube (nchan � ncol � nrow), where
nchan is the number of channels in the energy-dispersive
spectrum of each pixel of the image, and nrow and ncol are the
numbers of rows and columns in the image [108]. Interpreting
such 2D images is not a simplematter, because the intensity of
characteristic X-ray radiation depends on the samplematerial
and its 3D structure (usually unknown), which makes it
difficult to determine the depth from which the data were
obtained (near the surface or far from it). Moreover, the
problem of processing large volumes of data arises [109].
Their treatment and utilization requires improved software
support.

Full fluorescence spectra can be analyzed using AXIL
[110] or PyMCA [111] packages. They make it possible to
remove the background and resolve overlapping spectral
lines. The PyMCA package guarantees preliminary visualiza-
tion (e.g., determining the region of interest (ROI) from
fluorescence raster maps) immediately after data loading.

SXFM is used to obtain both qualitative and quantita-
tive information about elemental distribution in the sample.
Quantitative X-ray spectral microanalysis based on a
comparison of the measured intensity of X-ray lines
generated in the sample of interest and the intensities of the
respective lines in a standard sample of known composition
under the identical analytical conditions (similar geometry of
sample and standard positions, equal energy of primary
beams, etc.) is called the external standard method. Quanti-
tative elemental mapping and image processing are fre-
quently performed using the MAPS package [112] or
dynamic analysis [113] integrated into the Geo-PIXE soft-
ware package [114].

This method is highly efficient and can be recommended
for obtaining very accurate data. However, gauge standards
can be used only for the analysis of samples of similar (if not
identical) matrix compositions if matrix effects are disre-
garded. Indeed, the quantitation of the elemental composi-
tion in inhomogeneous samples may encounter additional
problems:

(1) different matrix compositions in the sample and
standard can be a cause of different degrees of absorption of
primary and fluorescent XRs;

(2) most results obtained by themethod are actually semi-
quantitative, because primary X-ray radiation penetrates
rather deep under the surface of an inhomogeneous sample
[115].

Starting from the studies of Sherman [116] and Shiraiwa,
Fujino [117], the theoretical computation of X-ray fluores-
cence intensity has tended to develop as an analytical
technique known under the name of the fundamental
parameter method [118]. It makes use of equations describ-
ing XR-atom interactions to predict fluorescence spectra
intensities emitted by samples having complex elemental
compositions. Therefore, the quantitative analysis without
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Figure 7. Typical setup for measurements by scanning fluorescence

microscopy [101]: 1 is the SR source, 2 is the double-crystal monochro-

mator, 3 is the slit system, 4 is the ionization chamber, 5 is the focusing

optics, 6 is the sample, 7 is the solid-state energy-dispersive detector, and

8 is the light microscope.
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standard samples can be the method of choice, even if its
results are not very accurate [103].

The majority of current studies with applying SXFM are
carried out in biology and medicine [119].

The cell is the smallest unit of life carrying genes and
capable of autonomous existence, self-reproduction, and
development. Therefore, cytology is the main field of
research applying SXFM [36, 40, 42, 120±124].

Moreover, SXFM can be used to detect the metal micro-
elements [125, 126] playing the key role in many biological
systems [36, 42, 44, 121, 123, 127±133].

The method finds wide application in such areas of
medicine as neurology and the treatment of neurodegenera-
tive conditions [27, 101, 131, 134±137], oncology [41, 138±
142], cardiology [143±145], ophthalmology [146, 147], osteol-
ogy [39], and dentistry [148].

Metals can play an important role in natural processes
proceeding in vegetable tissue (e.g., the participation ofMn in
photosynthesis or the adverse effect of Cr on the growth of
plants). The application of themethod for studying the role of
metal ions in plant physiology was considered in review [149]
and Refs [13, 150±154]. Reference [155] presents XRF images
of a plant leaf taken in the vicinity of an oil refinery plant
(Fig. 8). The data available thus far indicate that the ability of
plants to accumulate various chemical compounds can be
employed for the evaluation of environmental pollution by
means of SXFM.

Hair like plants can accumulate microelements and serve
as useful bioindicators for the assessment of their influence on
the human body, since they are easy to collect and store for a
long time. SXFM was applied to analyze hair samples from
mummified remains of two historical personages, Ferrante II
of Aragon, King of Naples (1469±1496) and Isabella of
Aragon, Duchess of Milan (1470±1524), allegedly poisoned
with heavy metals. The results give reason to think that the
metals were incorporated postmortem rather than as ante-
mortem contaminants [156].

However, the level of microelements in hair does not
always reflect their endogenous origin, because it can be
influenced by pollution from exogenous sources, such as
soil, dust, and water. The authors of Ref. [157] estimated the
possibility of using hair as a bioindicator of microelement
contamination based on elemental mapping of hair sections.
They showed that the main elements, such as sulphur, are
uniformly distributed across the section (Fig. 9c), whereas
adsorbed metals concentrate on the surface without going

deeper inside (Fig. 9a, b). These data suggest the necessity of a
cautious interpretation of cases of poisoning with microele-
ments, based on the analysis of human hair.

Despite limitations, hair still remains an important
material for pollution control, as it is easy to gather using a
noninvasive procedure. Tominimize limitations, hair samples
should be washed prior to analysis to avoid over- or under-
estimation of pollution with poisonous microelements [157].

Let us turn now to the possibility of applying the method
in other research fields.

Investigations into materials engineering [6, 158] were
focused on fuel [159] and solar [52, 160±163] cells.

Geological studies were aimed at elucidating the nature of
products of volcanic eruptions [164, 165] and the capture of
various chemical elements by stalagmites during their forma-
tion. It was shown in paper [166] that annual Alpine
stalagmite strata (Fig. 10) form due to variability of
hydrologic conditions and variations in the duration of
degradation of soil microbial communities. These findings
can be used in paleoclimatology. On the other hand, there
may be no direct correlation between a rise in the phosphorus
level and its seasonal deposition, as was shown in some earlier
studies, especially when the source of this element is other
than an unstable phosphate formed as a result of leaching
demineralization during seasonal vegetation diebacks in a
moderate climate [167].

a b c

d e f
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Figure 8. Image of a plant leaf taken from the garden near a metal refinery

plant (a) and distribution of S (b), K (c), Ca (d), Ti (e), and Fe (f) [155].
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Figure 9. Distribution of microelements over a hair section subjected to

chemical treatment [157].
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Figure 10.Maps of Sr, Y, Br, and P distribution in Alpine stalagmite (scan

area: width 90 mm, height 700 mm). Dark regions correspond to high

concentrations of elements [167].
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Space exploration is exemplified by investigations of
NWA 6693 meteorite fragments [165], cosmic dust samples,
and particles captured from comet 81P=Wild 2 [168]. Of
special interest in the field of environmental conservation
are the studies of green concrete geopolymers [169] and
mercury pollution in waterbodies [54]. Archeology took
advantage of the SXFM method in studying fossilized fish
[171, 172] and dinosaur [170] carcasses.

A large number of publications are devoted to investiga-
tions in the field of artistic and cultural legacy preservation.
However, the large size of the objects of interest (e.g.,
paintings) makes it difficult to apply SXFM (described
above and frequently called micro-SXFM) because of the
small scanning area. It necessitated a transition to macro-
SXFM [16]. The conflict between the scanning area size and
the spatial resolution of macro-SXFM requires focusing XRs
onto a spot 20 mm or more in size by a large-aperture
polycapillary optics or the use of a `pencil' beam 0.1±0.5 mm
in diameter [15]. A series of useful studies was conducted at
different synchrotron centers [8, 16, 30, 97, 173±176].

The sphere of SR-based macro-SXFM applications is
limited by the lack of access to SR sources. Another obstacle
is the necessity to transport paintings to SR centers and the
related risks (theft, damage, suboptimal ambient conditions,
etc.), as well as the associated high expenses (special means of
transport and insurance). Finally, the size of the canvas is
another limiting factor. An alternative approach to the
application of macro-SXFM is the exploitation of mobile
units built around X-ray tubes that can be delivered to a
museum or a gallery for in situ studies.

The demand for such equipment stimulated the develop-
ment of commercial units [15, 177]. Bruker Nano GmbH
(Berlin, Germany) sequentially proposed and fabricated three
variants of experimental units, ARTAX [178], Tornado M4
[103], and M6 Jetstream [177], based on microfocal X-ray
tubes and polycapillary focusing optics providing a spatial
resolution of at least 100 mm. The ARTAX system was
designed largely for the point analysis of objects of cultural

legacy. Moreover, it can be used for macro-SXFM applica-
tions [178], but the scanning area does not exceed 5� 5 cm2.
Therefore, ARTAX is not fit to study large objects. Tornado
M4 can be exploited to examine samples to a maximum of
20� 16 cm in size. The use of theM6 Jetstream system allows
the scanning area on a stationary object to be enlarged up to
80� 60 cm using an X-ray beam, opening up prospects for
investigating massive objects. This appears to be the main
reason for the high demand for this technology [179±183].

X-ray optics is successfully employed to obtain small focal
spots, but it is difficult to keep the sample surface in focus
unless it is flat (e.g., pieces of sculpture or handiwork). The
Kevex (Kevex Corporation, CA, USA) [184] eliminates this
limitation by using an X-ray `pencil' beam 50±500 mm in
diameter.

Before and after the advent of readily available commer-
cial equipment, certain research teams created their own
laboratory instruments to study objects of cultural heritage
[31, 32, 97, 185±189], as exemplified by a series of publications
reporting the discovery of an artwork hidden behind later
layers of paint [31, 97, 173, 175, 180, 190±193]. However,
hidden images are usually spoiled by artifacts of their
treatment, peculiarities of the surface paint layer, and the
presence of regions lacking original information. Anitha et al.
[194] proposed methods for restoration of such images.

A thorough examination of the paint layer by the macro-
SXFM technique can be used to confirm the authenticity of
an artwork [173, 188, 195, 196], identify materials and
techniques applied by the artist to create the picture, and
gain an insight into the creative process [31, 174, 181, 182].
Thus, an investigation of Leonardo da Vinci's portrait of
``La Belle Ferronniere'' revealed the discrepancy between
elemental maps of Fe and Cu distributions (Fig. 11a, c) and
inexact overlap of their contours. It was concluded based on
these findings that the two different layers, one containing
iron and the other copper, were applied one by one,
sequentially, to form the background. Moreover, a thorough
examination of dark regions of the background allowed the
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Figure 11.Macro-SXRmicroscope in front of Leonardo da Vinci's portrait of ``La Belle Ferronniere'' in the Louvre (left). Elemental maps in the rays of

FeKa (a), CaKa (b), CuKa (c), and FeKa (inverse intensity on a logarithmic scale) (d) spectral lines [31].
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presence of any other composition, drawing, or shading to be
ruled out. Scanning of the lower part of the face also provided
interesting information. Previous studies gave evidence that
the artist had painted it in two steps. First, he applied a paint
layer by modulating warm tones from pink to dark-red,
largely with the aid of hematite identified from XR diffrac-
tion patterns. Then, the artist used varnish containing soot
and white lead paint, which produced `cold' white-to-black
modulation. This layer was extremely thin (a few micro-
meters) to allow the underlying warm tone to show through
to varying degrees. The microscopic study of this region
revealed damage at least to the `cold' varnish layer, probably
caused by previous unskilful cleaning. The inverse intensity of
iron on a logarithmic scale (Fig. 11d) demonstrates an
extraordinary small hematite concentration gradient that
forms the image of this part of the face. It can be concluded
that the warm paint layer is unaffected; only a very thin layer
of cold varnish is damaged. This result strengthened the
decision to confine the intervention to delicate inpainting in
the lower part of the face of ``La Belle Ferronniere'' [31].

Laboratory setups for macro-SXFM provide excellent
tools for the analysis of documents, ancient manuscripts, and
texts, including establishing their identity [8, 183, 197]. For
example, an analysis of the parchment palimpsestnogo code
showed a previously hidden vertical text (Fig. 12b), which was
recorded in the 10th century in Byzantium, part of the treatise
ofArchimedes; in the 13th century, parchmentwas used again
to write Christian liturgical texts (Fig. 12b). The erasure was
incomplete, andArchimedes's work is now readable in images
produced by X-ray fluorescence [198].

6. Confocal X-ray fluorescence spectroscopy

One of the challenging problems facing researchers is the
analysis of objects with an inhomogeneous distribution of
chemical elements not only over the surface but also in their
innermost parts, e.g., objects having a layer structure. In the
early 1990s, Gibson and Kumakhov [70, 199] proposed to
address this problem using confocal X-ray fluorescence
spectroscopy (CXFS) [20, 200±202] with spatial filtration to
cut off out-of-focus radiation from part of the sample
(background illumination). Besides optics focusing primary
radiation, CXFS makes use of an additional optical element

placed between the object and the detector for sampling
fluorescence radiation absorbed in the bulk. This permits
recording both fluorescence and scattered radiation coming
only from the bulk region where optical foci of X-ray optics
elements overlap (the so-called confocal volume) shaped like
an ellipsoid. X-ray optics (a polycapillary lens (half-lens), a
monocapillary, Kirkpatrick±Baez mirrors, and a compound
refractive lens) focus primary radiation. The choice of optical
devices for the detection channel is limited by a rather large
angle of the fluorescence radiation collection and the broad
energy range of radiation transmission, accounting for the use
of a polycapillary lens (half-lens) or a conical collimator [203]
to allow fluorescence radiation to be `gathered' and directed
toward the inlet opening of the detector (Fig. 13).

Although the use of SR in combination with confocal
XRF demonstrated the high potential of the method, but the
limited availability of the relevant equipment stimulated
investigations in configurations with laboratory sources [25,
201, 204±208].

Tabletop XR sources emit many fewer photons than SR
sources, which accounts for a roughly one or two orders of
magnitude lower elemental sensitivity of the former [209].
However, the difference in the brightness of radiation sources
hardly influences the resolving power of the method. By way
of example, for an optical configuration formed by two
polycapillary lenses (Fig. 13) of a laboratory setup [210], the
size of the focal spot was experimentally found to equal 10 mm
at an energy of 17.4 keV (MoKa), while the depth resolution
varied between 22.6 and 13:7 mm as the XR energy changed
from 5.4 to 11.4 keV, respectively (the critical TER angle
decreased with increasing energy, so that radiation could be
collected from a smaller volume). The involvement of SR
allowed the authors of Ref. [211] to obtain a confocal volume
measuring 15� 15� 20 mm at an XR energy of 17.2 keV. To
recall, the lateral and depth resolutions depend of the
parameters of the focusing optics placed in front of the
sample and the detector, respectively. The use of focusing
optics, such as Kirkpatrick±Baez mirrors or compound
refractive lenses, can appreciably improve lateral resolution
[212].

Several methods have been developed for the quantitative
analysis of CXFS [75, 205, 213±225]. The fundamental
parameter method based on the assumption of isotropic
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Figure 12. A palimpsest page painted over with a portrait in the 13th

century readable in visible light (a) and FeKa rays (the X-ray technique

picked up the iron in the ink) (b) [198].
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Figure 13. Schematic of a confocal X-ray fluorescence spectrometer: 1 is

the source of X-ray radiation, 2 is the sample, 3 is the polycapillary lens

focusing primary radiation, 4 is the polycapillary lens directing fluores-

cence radiation from confocal volume 5 to detector 6.
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confocal volume was designed for the analysis of paint layers
[213]. The authors of Ref. [205] proposed an approach based
on the correct modeling of the shape and size of the confocal
volume. A new algorithm based on the fundamental para-
meter method and taking into consideration selected proper-
ties of a polycapillarywas developed and applied for the study
of microscopic particles of comet dust in Ref. [222]. A new
iterative solution procedure based on the fundamental
parameter method was proposed in Ref. [221] for the analysis
of the composition and thickness of intermediate layers of
stratified samples. A procedure for the quantitative recon-
struction of a composition was designed and tested specially
for such stratified materials [217]. It permits the chemical
composition and thickness of individual layers to be deter-
mined. Sokaras and Karydas [218] simulated the secondary
fluorescence effect in the analysis of multilayer structures. An
alternative approach for simultaneous restoration of the
composition and thickness of paint layers was proposed by
de Viguerie et al. [219].

The main difficulty encountered in quantitative 2D-recon-
struction is the necessity to simultaneously solve a huge
number of nonlinear equations describing the relationship
between mass fractions of various elements and the intensity
of X-ray fluorescence radiation. A new iterative algorithm
has recently been developed to avoid serious computational
problems arising from simultaneous solution of equations in
the fundamental parameter method [225].

CXFS has found application in various research fields.
Depth resolution is crucial when the sequence of layers

composed of different elements is unknown, especially if this
sequence changes along the sample surface. Therefore, the
method found application in studying layer structures such as
paintings [188, 213, 226±231] and handiwork [232, 233], as
well as multilayer semiconductor devices [234]. The method is
equally suitable for the study of metal corrosion [235, 236]
and solid±liquid interfaces [237]. CXFS finds application in
medicine [238, 239], geology [240, 241], archeology [242, 243],
criminal science [244, 245], near and far space exploration
[216], and pharmaceuticals, the mapping of different com-
plexes in tablets being paramount for quality control and
anticounterfeit technologies. References [246] demonstrated
the possibility of tracing the distribution of certain inorganic
elements (Zn, Fe, Ti, Mn, Cu) in a pill down to the depth of a
few hundredmicrometers and thereby excluding the influence
of the coating material on the results of analysis and taking
measurements of its thickness in the same experiment.

Sometimes, it is necessary to know the thickness and
composition of the outer layer (envelope) of a study object.
For example, Ref. [247] revealed an� 80-mm thick outer layer
in grains of rice enriched with metals. It was concluded that
rice grown for food in areas polluted with heavy metals and
other poisonous elements needs to be washed in a liberal
amount of water prior to consumption.

7. Full-field X-ray fluorescence microscopy

In full-field X-ray fluorescence microscopy (FF-XFM), the
primary X-ray beam is not focused but illuminates the entire
surface of the sample. As a result, the sample emits fluorescent
XRs that pass through a pinhole and fall freely onto the
detector (Fig. 14). The pinhole creates, like a photographic
camera-obscura, an inverted X-ray image of the sample [248±
252]. The energy-dispersive charge-coupled device (pnCCD)
plays the role of a detector chamber operating in the single-

photon counting regime [253±258] and choosing an exposure
so that the probability of finding more than one photon in the
same pixel is insignificant. In this case, the signal is
proportional to the energy of a fluorescent photon incident
on the detector. In other words, pnCCD combines high
spatial and energy resolution.

The choice of pinhole diameter is a compromise between
resolution and efficiency: a smaller hole improves resolution
but reduces the number of photons incident on the detector.
The minimal optimal diameter of the hole was found to be
30 mm [259] and 15 mm [248].

The authors of Refs [260±263] substituted the pinhole
with a Wolter mirror, an axially symmetric tandem of
conical mirrors with hyperboloid and ellipsoid working
surfaces [264, 265]. The Wolter mirror ensures minimum
comatic and zero chromatic aberrations. Moreover, its data
acquisition efficiency is one or two orders of magnitude
higher than that of the pinhole, while spatial resolution may
reach 10 mm [260].

At present, FF-XFM is used rather seldom. Examples are
studies of geological [259] and cultural heritage [266, 267]
objects.

The new modification of this method proposed in
Refs [268, 269] is based on the illumination of a sample cross
section with a primary beam focused in a single plane, while
fluorescence radiation collimated by the pinhole is recorded
by the pnCCD detector (Fig. 15), allowing transverse
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Figure 14. Optical setup of FF-XFM: 1 is the XR source, 2 is the sample

region of interest, 3 is the pinhole, and 4 is the pnCCD detector [253].
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Figure 15.Optical setup of FF-XFMwith the use of a flat beam: 1 is the flat

beam, 2 is the study sample, 3 is the pinhole, and 4 is the pnCCD detector

[268].
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elemental images to be obtained from the depth of the sample
limited by XR absorption effects alone. The method can be
employed for thickness elemental visualization and X-ray
fluorescence tomography.

8. X-ray fluorescence tomography

A set of methods known under the generic name tomography
allows for nondestructive visualization of internal elemental
distributions.

The term tomography derives from the Greek words
`to cut or section' (tomos) and `to write' (graphein). So the
main task of tomography is imaging by sections to reveal the
internal structure of an object. It allows obtaining a series of
two-dimensional images that are mathematically converted
into 3D ones [270]. The most popular scanning X-ray
fluorescence tomography (SXFT) usually yields 2D images
by (x; y)-scanning of a sample rotated with a small pitch angle
to obtain a series of two-dimensional elemental projections.
The process is repeated at an angle interval of 0�ÿ360� or
0�ÿ180� and is completed when 2D sinograms of each
element are produced (a sinogram is a two-dimensional
image of all unidimensional projections of the object's layer
as a function of the projection angle). The sinograms thus
obtained are summed and combined for three-dimensional
examination [18, 19, 57, 158, 271, 272]. Given that there is a
large enough number of angular projections in all directions,
it is possible to reconstruct images of the elemental distribu-
tion within a virtual 2D cross section (Fig. 16).

However, almost all stages of rotation give a `yield' error
when the axis of rotation shifts with a change in rotation
angle. The error needs to be detected and corrected by
aligning individual projections with the aid of various
algorithms [273±278].

The filtered back-projection (FBP) algorithm was the first
reconstruction algorithm used for SXFT [279]. However,
iterative methods are frequently preferred for image recon-
struction [280], because they usually decrease noise suscept-
ibility and can reconstruct high-quality images when there are
incomplete experimental data. Specifically, the algebraic
reconstruction technique (ART) [281, 282] and expectation
maximization (EM) algorithm [277, 283±285] have been
extensively used. The accuracy of 3D reconstruction of
elemental images is limited by XR absorption effect. Hogan
and co-workers proposed an excellent compromise between
the reconstruction rate and image quality [286]. Many
tomographic techniques were based on simpler models that
ignore multiple XR scattering but take account of the
absorption of primary and fluorescence radiation [282, 287].

An iterative reconstruction method has recently been devel-
oped to restore fluorescent tomograms with reference to all
attenuation effects (including those of repeated absorption of
fluorescence radiation) without prior knowledge of radiation
absorption by the sample [274, 288].

According to Ref. [249], iterative algorithms should be
used to obtain reasonably good-quality 3D elemental images,
e.g., the Poisson model-based maximum likelihood expecta-
tion maximization (ML-EM) algorithm [289].

Implementation of computed tomography using CXFS or
FF-XFM techniques for a flat beam does not require sample
rotation as in SXFT; it is performed by (x, y, z)-scanning or
x-scanning (yz is the primary beam plane), respectively.

Such an approach simplifies reconstruction algorithms
that are reduced to registrating the XR absorption effects and
taking account of polycapillary optics properties. Another
advantage of these two methods consists in the freedom of
choosing the study area, allowing the analysis of a small site
on a large sample. This makes preparation of the sample
much easier than for SXFT and FF-XFM. Moreover, CXFS
tomography makes it possible to obtain 3D elemental images
of the sample in different angular positions (Fig. 17).

Nevertheless, most results have been obtained by SXFT.
This method has been used in biomedicine to elucidate metal
distribution in breast tissue samples [291, 292], to study
perfusion in the mouse brain cortex, hypocampus, and
thalamus [293], to investigate myocardial metabolism in
hamsters [294], to measure bone mineral content [119], as
well as the possibility of examining hydrated biological
objects [295].

Subjects of environmental research have included fly-ash
particles of municipal waste [296], mechanisms of the toxic
action of transition metals (Cu, Ni, and Zn) on pelagic and
benthic invertebrates [297], arsenic contamination of aquatic
plants (Ceratophyllum demersum) [298], TRISO (TRistruc-
tural-ISOtropic)-coated fuel particles used in high-tempera-
ture gas-cooled reactors [299], Ni hyperaccumulation in
plants (Alyssum murale) [300, 301], Fe, Zn, Mn, Ni, and Co
distribution in longitudinal and transverse sections of apple

a b

Figure 16. (a) Visual image of a sandstone sample, and (b) three virtual

orthogonal images showing iron particle distribution (light regions) [249].

3 3 3

100 mm

y=270�y=180�

y=90�y=0�

Figure 17. Iron distribution in an egg of the ecotoxicological model

crustacean Daphnia magna for four different angular positions of the

sample [290].
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tree (Malus xiaojinensis) roots [302], and iron localization in
the seeds of Arabidopsis [303].

9. Combined application of X-ray fluorescence
imaging and other physical methods

Not infrequently, it is necessary to combine several experi-
mental techniques, so that advantages of one make up for
disadvantages of another. Each method, of value in itself,
becomes a powerful tool if employed to study complex
systems together with other techniques. One of the advan-
tages of SR is the great variety of methods for its application.
Whenever possible, different studies should be conducted
using the same equipment. This rather natural approach
allows integrating various X-ray methods. The present
section is focused on co-utilization of different X-ray
fluorescence imaging (XFI) modalities (mostly, SXFM and
CXFS) with the use of one ormore X-ray techniques based on
the application of an SR microbeam [9, 304], viz. X-ray
absorption fine structure spectroscopy (XAFS), X-ray
diffraction (XRD), scanning transmission X-ray microscopy
(STXM), coherent diffraction imaging (CDI), Fourier trans-
form infrared scanning (FTIR), and X-ray beam-induced
current (XBIC).

XFI/XAFS. Depending on the energy range, XAFS
spectroscopy is divided into two components, low- and high-
energy, called X-ray Absorption Near Edge Structure
(XANES) and Extended X-ray Absorption Fine Structure
(EXAFS), respectively [305].

As a rule, the XANES spectral region extends from
� 10 eV below to � 40 eV above the absorption edge.
Significantly more atoms are involved in the scattering
process in the XANES regime than in the EXAFS, including
atoms of both the first coordination sphere and spheres
spaced far apart from the absorbing atom. The EXAFS
provides information about the local environment of atoms
in both solids and individual molecules; it also allows the
surrounding atoms and the distance to them to be identified.
Characteristics of the EXAFS method account for its

extensive application in condensed matter physics and
chemistry. XANES technique yields information on the
degree of oxidation and the electronic structure of absorbers.

As is known, the position of the XR absorption edge
highly depends on the degree of oxidation of the absorbing
atom: it shifts to a higher energy region with increasing the
degree of oxidation. Comparing the measured spectrum of
the sample to that of a compound containing the absorbing
atom with a known valence allows the charge state (valence)
of a given atom in this compound to be determined. By
combining XFI andXANES, one can obtain information not
only about the concentration distribution of a given element
but also about the degree of its oxidation.

In many cases, e.g., in studies on metal interactions with
plants [13, 14, 152, 306±309] or experiments with medical
objects [55, 148, 310±315], XAFS is implemented in `trans-
mission' geometry by choosing a point (points) for analysis on
the elemental map obtained by SXFM. Because fluorescence
radiation intensity is proportional to the absorption coeffi-
cient, which, in turn, depends on the element valence state,
XAFS spectra can be recorded in the `reflective' mode in the
so-called fluorescence regime [161, 316±318]. Moreover, it is
possible to determine the spatial distribution of each element
in each oxidation state by adjusting, with the aid of a double-
crystal monochromator (Fig. 18a), the excitation energy to
absorption edge energies of standard samples containing the
study element with the required valence [319±329], with
subsequent collection of data and their adequate processing
[319±321].

The fern Pteris vittata is known to accumulate very large
amounts of arsenic. It was shown in Ref. [325] that arsenate
(pentavalent As) is converted into even more toxic arsenite
(trivalent As) in the leaves of the plant rather than in its roots,
as had been thought before (Fig. 19). The energies for
chemically defined images corresponded to edge absorption
peaks of the standards: 11869.8, 11871.4, and 11874.8 eV for
arsenic, arsenite, and arsenate, respectively.

XFI/STXM.Amplitude (absorption) X-ray contrast used
in STXM is associated with variations in density and/or

3
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Figure 18. Schematic representation of experimental setups combining (a) XFI and STXM [331] (1 is the undulator, 2 is the double-crystal

monochromator, 3 is the FZP, 4 is the sorting diaphragm, 5 is the sample, 6 is the fluorescence detector, 7 is the segmented CCD detector); (b) XFI

and CDI [334] (1 is the FZP, 2 is the sample, 3 is the fluorescence detector, and 4 is the transmitted radiation detection plane).
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thickness of neighboring regions of the sample of interest,
which makes possible investigations of its morphological
features and peculiarities of the internal structure.

The tomographic reconstruction of fluorescence can be
used to determine the internal elemental composition of the
sample. On the other hand, conventional X-ray projection
microscopy can be employed to reconstruct the spatial
distribution of the absorption coefficient in the sample. The
authors of Ref. [278] combinedX-ray fluorescence withX-ray
transmission techniques and proposed an optimized
approach to the reconstruction of the sample's elemental
composition. The model allows the simultaneous reconstruc-
tion of the quantitative spatial distribution of all elements and
the XR absorption effect in the sample. It was shown that the
combined approach ensures better reconstruction of the
elemental image than either method alone. Therefore, the
problems arising from XR absorption effects in the sample
are less pronounced in X-ray fluorescence tomography.

Figure 18a shows the layout of an experimental setup
combining XFI and STXM. It makes possible simultaneous
data collection, eases difficulties associated with using either
method for this purpose, and provides more complete
information about the sample, because functional images
obtained with XFI are supplemented by morphological data
provided by STXM [330]. The authors of Refs [57, 331, 332]
used a segmented CCD detector to record XRs that passed
through a sample [333]. One advantage of this device is the
possibility of exploiting different combinations of its seg-
ments at a time, due to which single scanning of the sample
gives enough data for the analysis of both the amplitude and
the phase of the transmitted radiation: difference images
between opposite segments define the differential phase
contrast, while the sum of all signals yields the absorption
contrast of the sample image.

The first two tomograms in Fig. 20 demonstrate absorp-
tion and differential phase contrasts of the diatom alga

Cyclotella meneghiniana; the remaining eight illustrate the
distributions of Si, P, S, K, Ca, Mn, Fe, and Zn [57].

The authors of Refs [331, 332] argue that differential
phase contrast observed simultaneously with a fluorescence
image can be used to improve the alignment of angular
projections of the image with respect to the common rotation
axis in low-intensity X-ray fluorescence tomography. This
requires a larger number of projections with shorter exposure
time to achieve a higher 3D resolution in the reconstructed
tomogram than in the case of longer exposure with fewer
projection angular positions.

XFI/CDI.A combination of coherent diffraction imaging
(CDI) with XFI improves the phase contrast and spatial
resolution, as well as quantitative elemental mapping. The
experimental setup depicted in Fig. 18b is not substantially
different from that usually used for XFI/STXM, the only
distinction being the presence of a pixelized detector for
recording transmitted radiation and the formation of a
coherent (quasi-coherent) X-ray beam [334±336]. In
Ref. [334], a 7.7-keV X-ray beam was focused onto a spot
250 nm in diameter using an FZP having a 100-nm wide
peripheral region. The 50-mm aperture diaphragm placed
0.5 m in front of it guaranteed coherence of FZP lighting.
The sample was scanned by a coherent beam with obvious
overlapping.

XFI/XRD. A combination of microscopic X-ray fluores-
cence and X-ray diffraction microscopy provides a nondes-
tructive tool allowing the visualization of the distributions of
chemical elements and related crystalline phases in thick
(millimeter-sized) multicomponent heterogeneous materials.
XFI/XRDvisualization combines an energy-dispersive detec-
tor for XFI placed 90� to the primary beam and a CCD
detector with a large inlet `in transmission' window used to
record combinations of experimental data for XFI andXRD,
respectively [63].

De Nolf and Janssens [63] studied a coating in the form of
a multilayer car enamel by applying symbiotic XFI/XRD
technique. The identified eight paint layers contained eight
different crystalline substances. All the layers were distin-
guishable in XRD images, which allowed their average
thickness to be calculated. Reference [337] demonstrated the
heterogeneous distribution of radionuclides andmetals in soil
samples taken at mine sites in Central Asian regions of the
former Soviet Union, while the authors of Ref. [338]
investigated the nanostructure of alkali-activated metakao-
lin (potential cement substituent).

Figure 21 presents the results of investigations of
Ti=B=C=Ni ceramics [339]. Partial spatial correlation is

3
1 2 SPSi

5 mm

Ca Mn Fe ZnK

Figure 20. Elemental tomograms of the diatom alga Cyclotella meneghini-

ana (1, 2 are the tomograms of absorption and differential phase contrast,

respectively) [57].

a b c

Figure 21. Diffraction pattern (a), Ni3B phase map (total intensity of

reflections [121], [122], and [221]) (b), and NiKa (XFI) spectral line

intensity map (c) of Ti=B=C=Ni ceramics (scanning area size is

400� 500 mm) [339].

0.5 mm

a b c

Figure 19.A fragment of stem and leaves of the fernPteris vittata in visible

light (a), arsenite (b) and arsenate (c) distributions (see the text).
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documented between the Ni distribution near the sample
surface and the Ni3B phase map showing the projection of
this phase distribution over the volume of the examined
region. The two signals do not represent the same sample
volume, which accounts for the considerable difference
between both distributions.

XFI/XBIC. The XBIC technique not only reveals and
characterizes electrically active extended defects in semicon-
ductor crystals but, in combination with XFI, can provide
information about the influence of the heterogeneous
admixture distribution in the sample on its electrical proper-
ties. The combination of the two methods was used to study
the activity of defect recombination and chemical origin in a
silicon sample with high sensitivity and micrometer-scale
spatial resolution [340]; moreover, it permitted revealing
metallic impurities in a silicon photovoltaic cell [341].

XFI/FTIR. FTIR spectroscopy permits the identification
of molecular groups in various media, including character-
istic organic and inorganic materials, regardless of their
crystalline or amorphous structure [16]. The authors of
Ref. [342] took advantage of FTIR to show that the chemical
composition of petrified reptilian skin differs from that of the
sedimentary rock in which it was buried and retains its
important composite features. Images obtained by XFI
confirmed these results. The authors of Ref. [343] undertook
the analysis of brain tissues from patients suffering from
Alzheimer's disease.

XFI/XAFS/XRD. An experimental station allowing the
simultaneous collection of data obtained by these three
methods is shown in Fig. 22.

It turns out that the combination of XFI, XAFS, and
XRD can be successfully used to study microelectronic
systems [344], the environment [345±349], and objects of
cultural heritage [16, 350].

XFI/XAFS/FTIR. This combination has been utilized in
medicine [351] and cultural legacy objects [329].

XFI/XAFS/XBIC. These methods have been employed to
estimate the size and spatial distributions, shape, electrical
activity, and chemical composition of iron-rich precipitates in
polycrystalline silicon materials, finding application in cost-
efficient solar panels. Experimentally observed properties of
iron-enriched precipitates provided insight into their origin
and mechanism of coalescence in polycrystalline silicon, and
permitted obtaining quantitative data on Fe and Si distribu-
tions and their influence on the work of solar cells. The
available information suggests that the poor efficiency of
some of these devices is not necessarily related to the total

amount of the iron involved but depends on its distribution in
the material [161]. Another publication (Ref. [352]) reports
the results of investigations into the interaction between
various admixtures in intentionally contaminated polycrys-
talline silicon samples. It was shown that Si3N4=SiC particles
frequently found in polycrystalline silicon are efficient sinks
for Fe and Cu impurities. The copper-containing compound
was identified as silicide Cu3Si.

XFI/XAFS/XRD/FTIR. These four methods make use of
initial SR brightness, allowing having a focused X-ray beam
with a size close to that determined by the diffraction limit
(a few micrometers for infrared mid-regions of the spectrum
and less than 1 mm for XRs). It suggests the possibility of
obtaining a signal during a short-term exposure (from tens of
seconds in FTIR to less than 1 s in XFI or XRD). The
combination of these two aspects is of importance for
obtaining two-dimensional high-resolution elemental maps.

Reference [353] deals with a long-standing problem
concerning the role of cadmium carbonate and cadmium
sulfide in the degradation of the paint layer in artwork. An
assessment of the condition of the paint layers in Henri
Matisse's ``The Joy of Life'' and ``Still Life with Flowers''
showed that CdCO3, CdC2O4, and CdSO4 � nH2O are
degradation products. The distribution of various cadmium
complexes confirms that cadmium carbonates and sulfates
are products of photodegradation in ``The Joy of Life'',
whereas in ``Still Life with Flowers'' cadmium carbonate
appears to have been a starting reactant contained in the
yellow paint. The authors of Ref. [354] analyzed yellow
cadmium in Vincent Van Gogh's ``Flowers in a Blue Vase''
and showed that degradation triggers the disappearance of
bright yellow color and the formation of white crystallites
present in close to 50-mm globular aggregates on the paint
surface. An analysis of a sample cross section made it possible
to explain the complex degradation process.

10. Conclusion and outlook

It can be concluded from the foregoing that X-ray fluores-
cence imaging is one of the most efficient methods for the
high-resolution nondestructive investigation of the distribu-
tion of various chemical elements with a submicrometer
resolution in many inhomogeneous objects. However, it is
not free from drawbacks. For example, the high intensity of
an XR nanobeam may cause damage even to solid-state
samples of condensed matter usually regarded as resistant to
radiation. The likelihood of radiation damage can really
restrict the spatial resolution of the method in many
systems, such as polymers and biological objects, character-
ized by lower threshold radiation dose limits than metal and
semiconductor systems. The goal is to gather a large set of
data within short enough time intervals without detriment to
their quality. This can be achieved through the following [6]:

(1) development of fast detectors with a large inlet
window, low noise level, and large entrance solid angle;

(2) XR focusing with higher photon density to reduce
exposure time without compromising the validity of statis-
tical data in the measured signal;

(3) XR focusing onto a small spot to study small volumes
owing to improved lateral resolution;

(4) experiments including fast processes (e.g., phase
transitions) with rapid data recording to describe the kinetics
of different processes and conduct in situ and operando
studies;

5

1

3

2

4

Figure 22. Experimental station combining XFI, XAFS, and XRD

techniques: 1 is Kirkpatrick-Baez mirrors, 2 is the sample, 3, 4 are the

fluorescence and XAFS-spectra detectors, and 5 is the XRD detector

[344].
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(5) several simultaneous experimental studies with a
single sample under identical conditions applying different
methods;

(6) registering large complete datasets, e.g., imaging of
large regions of reciprocal space. Fourth-generation SR
sources [355] take advantage of significant improvements in
accelerator technologies allowing us to draw closer to the
diffraction limit for `hard' photons. Such improvements of
SR sources should be accompanied by the modernization of
optics, detectors, and data analyzers to accumulate in full
measure the benefits of new starting parameters of sources. It
is hoped that focusing nanooptics approaching a 10-nm or
higher spatial resolution will be available for routine experi-
ments with nanometer-sized focal spots, opening up new
prospects for 3D tomography and making possible even 4D
measurements.

To reach the diffraction limit resolution in X-ray studies,
coherent illumination is needed to derive benefits directly
from the diffraction-limited storage rings under exploitation.
Therefore, rapid measurements may prove beneficial, with
the advent of such rings expected to produce a few orders of
magnitude greater X-ray quanta fluxes [356].

The ability of an experimental station to dynamically
change spatial resolution will probably become required,
too. Finally, a combination of X-ray fluorescence imaging
with other techniques will enhance the potential for studying
a wide range of objects, but will also require the development
of new algorithms for the comprehensive treatment of
experimental data and artifact-free image reconstruction in
a direct space.

List of abbreviations:
CCDÐcharge-coupled device
CDIÐcoherent diffraction imaging
CXFSÐconfocal X-ray fluorescence spectroscopy
EÐX-ray energy
EXAFSÐextended X-ray absorption fine structure
FF-XFMÐfull-field X-ray fluorescence microscopy
FTIRÐFourier transform infrared scanning
FZPÐFresnel zone plate
MDLÐminimum detection limit
SDDÐsilicon drift detector
SRÐsynchrotron radiation
STXMÐscanning transmission X-ray microscopy
SXFMÐscanning X-ray fluorescence microscopy
SXFTÐscanning X-ray fluorescence tomography
TERÐtotal external reflection
XAFSÐX-ray absorption fine structure spectroscopy
XANESÐX-ray absorption near-edge structure spectroscopy
XBICÐX-ray beam-induced current
XFIÐX-ray fluorescence imaging
XFTÐX-ray fluorescence tomography
XRÐX-ray
XRDÐX-ray diffraction
XRFÐX-ray fluorescence
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